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Every MPI application could be written using these 5 MPI functions:

- `MPI_Init(int *argc, int *argv[])`
- `MPI_Comm_rank(MPI_Comm comm, int *rank)`
- `MPI_Send( send_buf, count, datatype, dest_rank, tag, comm )`
- `MPI_Recv( recv_buf, count, datatype, source_rank, tag, comm, status )`
- `MPI_Finalize()`
A simple MPI program

```c
#include "mpi.h"
int main(int argc, char *argv[])
{
  char message[20];
  int myrank;
  MPI_Status status;
  MPI_Init(&argc, &argv);
  MPI_Comm_rank(MPI_COMM_WORLD, &myrank);
  if (myrank == 0)
    /* code for process zero */
  {
    strcpy(message, "Hello, there");
    MPI_Send(message, strlen(message)+1, MPI_CHAR, 1, 99, MPI_COMM_WORLD);
  }
  else if (myrank == 1) /* code for process one */
  {
    MPI_Recv(message, 20, MPI_CHAR, 0, 99, MPI_COMM_WORLD, &status);
    printf("received :%s:\n", message);
  }
  MPI_Finalize();
  return 0;
}
```
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Two cases, *buffered* and *unbuffered*.

- Send buffer $\rightarrow$ Intermediate buffer $\rightarrow$ **Network** $\rightarrow$ Intermediate buffer $\rightarrow$ Receive buffer

Better, but now **MPI** Send needs to wait on delivery

Or **MPI** Send returns before the data has reached the other end, we will need some other function to wait for data transfer later
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Reliability

- Some network modules provide limited reliability – packets dropped on network are retransmitted

MPI user level failure mitigation

- Don’t do recovery for an application, provide relevant info to application/library and let it handle failures

- Only handle process failures currently

- If target rank not available for MPI Send, then notify with MPI ERR PROC FAILED

- If source rank failed, revoke the subsequent MPI Recv s

Failure Recovery – shrink the communicator object to remove the failed processes
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